DEDICATION OF CHURCH AT TOLEDO, WASH., IS POMPUS

Archbishop Charles and Bishop Ottes speak at Cowitz Mission, Consecrated and Placed for Greater Loyalty Among Members of Parish.

MAJESTIC-8
BIG DAYS
FOUR SHOWS DAILY
12 Noon, 3, 5:45, 8:15 P.M.
BEGINNING SATURDAY, NOON, APRIL 7

WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS
A DAUGHTER OF THE GODS
WITH ANNETTE KELLERMANN
'THE PICTURE BEAUTIFUL'

Dazzling the eye, astounding the mind, stirring the heart and overwhelming anything previously conceived or executed by master-minds of moving pictures. A generation in advance of all other film achievements.

GORGEOUS AND GLITTERING FAIRYLAND
Wondrously appealing and fascinating blending of the "Arabian Nights" and "Never Never Land" for the children. Completely absorbing and amazing the imagination of the grown-ups.

THE UNANIMOUSLY ADMITTED SENSATION OF NEW YORK'S THEATRICAL SEASON.

Special and Superb Musical Score, Rendered by Two Complete Orchestras, One at Each Performance.